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Respectful Listening 

Materials - Speaking Stick 

 A token to remember who is allowed to talk – for example, a craft store feather can be designated “the talk-

ing feather” and only the person holding it gets to speak. You can use any token though. 

 Pencils and small pieces of paper for writing down questions 

Code of Conduct 

 Look at the person who is speaking. 
 Don’t interrupt 
 Don’t snicker or make inappropriate noises 
 Only the person holding the token is allowed to speak. The person holding the token can pass it on to some-

body else to allow them to speak. (You might want to clarify to Cub Scouts that adults are allowed to inter-
rupt if they feel it is necessary. Try not to though!) 

If you have a question, write it on a piece of paper. (During the question and answer period at the end, have 
everyone hand in their questions. Then the speaker can go through and answer them. If the speaker is a Cub 
Scout, an adult can look at the questions before handing them over and quietly discard any which are not rele-

vant or appropriate.) 

Leader Info - RESPECT 

I find that one of the biggest challenges as a den leader is dealing with Cub Scouts who don’t listen to another 
person who is speaking. In most cases, they are not being deliberately disrespectful. They are getting carried 
away in the moment and forgetting their manners. 

Another problem can be if you have a Scout or two who like to ask silly questions (sometimes which aren’t 

even related to the topic) just to make the other Scouts laugh. Here are some tips and a code of conduct to help 

them listen and ask questions respectfully. 

These ideas can be modified for use by Boy Scout youth leaders also if they find they are having difficulty get-

ting the other youth members to be respectful when they are talking. 

This is a simple ceremony which can be 

used as an opening or a closing for a meet-

ing. 

For this ceremony, have each Cub Scout 

read one line. As they say each letter in 

“Respect” they should hold up a sheet of 

paper with the letter written on it for all to 

see. So when they finish, everyone should be 

able to see that they have spelled out 

“Respect”. 

We Always need to think about respect. 

R is for remembering the kind things others have done for us 
E is for everyone who has a unique talent 
S is for self because we must also respect ourselves 
P is for peace among nations 
E is for ecology which is how we respect our world 
C is for community and working together 
T is for trusting in each other 

So from now on, let’s try extra hard to show respect to our-

selves, to others, and to our world. 

Respect Ceremony 
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